Fiscal and Political Concerns

Flashpoints

Fitch ratings has downgraded Malaysia's sovereign rating
to BBB+ with a stable outlook from A-/Negative on 4
December 2020. Fitch had previously revised Malaysia's
sovereign outlook to Negative from Stable in April 2020.
Malaysia has been rated A- since 2004.
According to Fitch, the prolonged COVID-19 crisis has
resulted in a weakening of Malaysia's key credit metrics
such as the elevated government debt to GDP and revenue
vs “A” and “BBB” rating countries medians.
Meanwhile, lingering political uncertainty which impacts
policy outlook in addition to governance standards was
also cited as a key factor. Government debt including
government guarantees is expected to jump to 76% of
GDP in 2020 from 65.2% in 2019.
Fitch expects GDP to contract 6.1% this year before
rebounding to 6.7% in 2021. Malaysia's 2021 budget deficit
to GDP target of 5.4% and an average deficit of 4.5% over
the next few years is considered achievable.
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Fitch also sees room for further easing by Bank Negara (BNM) with another 25bps cut in 2021 with
inflation at 1.5%. Malaysia's rating remains supported by continued current account surplus (although
expected to narrow), low level of foreign currency denominated debt and a deep and developed
domestic bond market among others.
Although the timing is unexpected, the downgrade has not come as a surprise. We have seen many
sovereign downgrades and negative watch by rating agencies since March as central banks and
governments take unprecedented monetary and fiscal measures to protects lives and livelihood.
Market Impact
Malaysia's could still be under downgrade rating pressure over the next 1-2 years but we do not
expect any immediate downgrade by other rating agencies. Standard & Poor (“S&P”) currently rates
Malaysia at A- on negative watch since June 2020. After the Budget 2021 announcement in
November, S&P noted that it saw no material impact on Malaysia’s key credit factors currently though
it acknowledged fiscal risks are more pronounced.
On 1 December 2020, Moody’s has maintained Malaysia’s rating at A3 on stable outlook in its regular
update, implying that no further changes are likely in the coming months. Overall, S&P and Moody’s
have a less negative view on Malaysia’s fiscal position. Both rating agencies are factoring in lower
level of contingent liabilities in their assessment of government debt and a more optimistic outlook on
the country’s growth. S&P is also sounding more positive on Malaysia’s external position, although
less positive on the political development in the country.
We do expect the local bond market to react cautiously to the downgrade especially on the heels of
the final government bond auction on 7 December 2020. We could see a knee-jerk sell-off in
government bond yields by 10-20 basis points in the near term. We also expect the Ringgit to weaken
and underperform regional currencies in the coming days.
However, we do not expect the correction to be sustainable. Any sharp sell off presents a good
buying opportunity as we expect portfolio inflows to EM bonds to continue into 2021 given stronger
Asian FX outlook and search for higher yields.
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